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Introduction of Session 3
Good Practices for Enforcement



Expected Outcome

To understand the importance of 
enforcement activities for sound 
material-cycle society
To share good practices for more 
effective enforcement 
To make a priority to field we need to 
share with.
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Background
1. Exporting “waste” without the Basel procedure

2. Exporting “non-waste” at  exporting country, but 
being regarded as “waste” at importing country



Background
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Control at the border

Establish 3R society 
in each country

International 
circulation as a 
complement of 
domestic circulation
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Background
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Improper recycling with 
poor technology

Damages to Health and
the Environment

Regulation

Proper Recycling

Good for environment 
and economy

Enforcement



Background

Informal recycler has 
enough volume of e-waste

Formal recycler faces 
short of e-waste

Informal recycler 
can buy e-waste in 
higher price that 
formal recycler. 

Waste 
Generator
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Topics Examples 
Collaborative work with customs

Spot inspection

Awareness raising activities for 
stakeholders

-Pre application consultation 
service
-Seminars for traders
-Web site base information 
dissemination

Background
Domestic implementing scheme and 

practice of Basel Convention



Topics Examples
Export application 
procedure

Application procedure
Application procedure
Cooperation with regional authority
Pre Shipment Inspection

Import application 
procedure

Emergency tackling plan
Article 3 NotificationInforming the  Secretariat 

of Basel Convention Article 4 Notification

Procedures and transmitting information 
based upon Basel Convention

Background



Topics Examples
Definition of waste

Defining hazard 
characteristics

Regulation through concentration 
criteria

Distinction criteria between 
second-hands and waste 

-Determining by manufactured 
year
-Determining by package 
condition
-HS code for second-hands

Background
Hazardous waste classification

and identification



Discussion
Background information
Presentation by participants on good practices in 
their countries
Discussion

What are other good practices to be shared?
What information do we need for more 
effective enforcement?
How do we share these good practices 
systematically?
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